
Blancco Eraser for Apple Devices 4.14 is now released!
Eraser for Apple Devices 4.14 - Release notes

- iOS Diagnostic Fast Auto-Trust.PHEN-9226 
We now have a much faster auto-trust process for installing the iOS diagnostics application.
Note: For customers who prefer our existing fully automatic mode which requires no touches, we still have that feature available.

- Free-Form Text in Workflow Module.PHEN-8905 
Within the Workflow Question Module, there is now a free-form text box available for data entry by the user.

- Keyboard Macros.PHEN-7795 
Under Settings, there is now a new tab (Shortcuts) which shows available keyboard shortcuts for basic actions.

- New Workflow Tags.PHEN-8944, PHEN-7798, PHEN-8350, PHEN-9315 
Device UUID; Printer Status; All Diagnostics Results; Diagnostics Duration; Diagnostics Flow Duration

- Authorized Components Device UI.PHEN-8990 
This can now be hidden in UI.

- Support added for Zebra ZD6 series printers.PHEN-8798 
- Reset Port/Lane.PHEN-8635 

User can now clear the device ID from the UI port/lane in the event the device communication fails.
This will make it easier to retest the device.

- Default Value Available for Grading Panel.PHEN-8633 
When creating a grading panel, a default value can now be assigned which will allow for quick review and fewer clicks.
- Speed Improvements - Parallel Testing in App.SD-5326 
Certain auto tests would run in background while assisted and manual tests are being run.
The parallel testing flow can be enabled with 'Optimise for Speed' Button in Host settings.
List of Test Which Can Run in Background:

iOS:
Wi-Fi
Magnetometer
Barometer
Altimeter
Gyroscope
Accelerometer
Bluetooth
Performance

- Speed Improvements.SD-5228 
Not Applicable tests will not execute with UI in Diag App.
- Auto Focus Test moved from Auto tests to Assisted test category for iOS devices.SD-5112 
To improve user’s experience as iOS devices like on iPhone 12 series, iPhone 13, 13 Pro, 13 Pro Max and with iPad Pro 5th gen etc. 
needs screen to be tapped first to perform Auto focus test.
- UI/UX Improvements Improve usability of Rerun tests on App Test result page.SD-5234 
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